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Product Synopsis 

 

Skate as the legendary Tony Hawk, or as one of nine other top pros: Bob Burnquist, 

Kareem Campbell, Rune Glifberg, Bucky Lasek, Chad Muska, Andrew Reynolds, Elissa 

Steamer, Geoff Rowley, and Jamie Thomas. Work your way up the ranks by landing 

suicidal tricks in brutal competitions to become the best skater on the circuit. It's time to 

go pro.  Pull off hundreds of motion-captured move combo’s on the fly with super-

smooth controls. Nail insane airs, grabs, slides, grinds, kick-flips and landing tricks. 

 

Game Features 
 

 Fast skateboarding action powered by Dreamcast game engine featuring realistic 
physics models and high res graphics (640x480) at a steady 30 frames per second. 

 400+ polygon character models with every real details down to the orange strips on 

Tony’s sneakers.  

 10 of the hottest skateboarding pros including the legendary Tony Hawk allow you to 
skate with the speed and agility and perform all the tricks of a seasoned skate pro! 

 9 real world courses including skateparks and downhill courses, plus street locations 
such as a school, metropolitan city and a shopping mall with secret areas, short cuts, 

ramps and interactive objects that allow players to ride of everything in the course. 
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 Multiple game play modes including 2-player Points Attack modes, Graffiti and 
HORSE, and an in-depth 1-player Career mode where players perform suicidal stunts 

and enter brutal competitions in an effort to become the highest rated skate pro. 

 Robust and easy-to-learn trick and combo system allow you to pull off hundreds of 

combinations of airs, stunts, slides, grinds, kick-flips and landing tricks on-the-fly. 

 Stunning special effects including real-time skid tracks, water reflections and effects-
laden instant replays showing your best stunts. 

 Motion-captured animation and smooth skinned characters capture the realism of the 
sport including signature tricks of all the top skating pros, plus multiple wipeout 

animations that make you feel the pain of a fall. 

 Authentic skateboard manufacturers, products and sponsors, plus hip-hop and 
alternative music soundtrack and video walls. 

 

 

 

 
 


